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Today’s Big Idea

It is all about the 
relationships!
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Everyone has a story…
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ATTENDANCE 
CHECK







Leaders informally 
influence others



Leaders are open to 
learning, failing, and 

growing



Leaders have strong people-
building skills



Leaders are centered by 
their core values



Part of leading is 
knowing how to 
gather others and 
create opportunities 
to collaborate!



THE ART OF GATHERING
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The way a group gathers 
determines what 
happens in it and how 
successful it is, the little 
design choices you as 
leaders make can help 
your gatherings soar.



Exploring the deeper assumptions behind why we 
gather can help us avoid skipping too quickly to 

replicating the old, settled formats of gathering and 
create something transformative.   



Although people have drastically  
changed, many organizations 
operate as if they are frozen in time.



Functional fixedness is a 
cognitive bias that limits a 
person to use an object 
only in the way it is 
traditionally used.

From the work of 
Dr. Karl Duncker 

Functional 
Fixedness



Which barriers 
to functional 
fixedness do 
you find most 
prevalent?



What are tips to avoid functional fixedness?

ZOOM OUT DRILL DOWN REVERSE ENGINEER 
THE OUTCOME

CREATE AND 
INNOVATE



ATTENDANCE 
CHECK



It’s all about the 
way you think…
• We learn to be strong and resilient from 

experience…and from learning from that 
experience.

• The learning is the key, and that’s where 
viewing resilience as an entire mindset 
can be so helpful.
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The Stages of 
Community

Pseudo community

Emptiness

Chaos

True Community







EMPTINESS





True Community



Characteristics of True Community
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ATTENDANCE 
CHECK
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The Garland Play



te·nac·i·ty
/təˈnasədē/
noun
• the quality or fact of being able to grip 
something firmly; grip.

• the quality or fact of being very determined; 
determination.

• the quality or fact of continuing to exist; 
persistence.



Perseverance
• per·se·ver·ance | \ ˌpər-sə-ˈvir-ən(t)s 
• continued effort to do or achieve something despite difficulties, failure, or      
opposition : the action or condition or an instance of persevering : 
STEADFASTNESS



Thank you!
trish@hollidaykenning.com
For more information on cultural transformation for your 
organization, check us out at:

www.HollidayKenning.com
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